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In what follows, I argue that there is a sease in which attention is a part of expe
rience or consciousness, and not sometbiog added when we are attentive or pay
attention. Lapses of attentiou, accordingly, can explain interruptions in our ex
perience of tlaiDg1, but whether certain objects like pains go on existing after our
attention has been distracted seems problematicaL The concept of attention is
also an intentioual concepL Using Brentano's notion of inexistence, I try to ar
gue that it is intentional in more ways than some accounts of the matter allow.

The active/passive Distinction
It seems that when we experience something, the object of our experience can
be desc:ribed as an object of our attention.2 When I see or hear something for
example, what I see or hear are objects of m y attention, and my attention can be
said to be upon them. My attention's being on something, therefore, may be re
garded as part of my experiencing it. The same holds true of my beiag conscious
o� and being aware of something. Here agaiD, when I am conscious or aware of
an object my attention is on it, though with the difference this time that I can't
fail to recognize what it is that my attention is on. I can see something danger
ous without realizing that it is dangerous, but I cannot be conscious of or aware
of something dangerous without knowing that that is what it is.
Now there is a difference between having one� attention on the object which
one is experiencing and, say, keepiiJg one's attention on it. In the second case
one is doing som ething and in the first case one is noL There is accordingly,
nothing in the notion of attention (though there may be other reasons) that
obliges us to regard experience as a form of activity, as Kant and perhaps Bren
tano3 seem to have done. This active/passive distinction may be illustrated as
follows. Let us suppose that I hear a loud explosion. It can hardly fail to be an
object of my attention. But it scarcely lasts long enough for me to be said to lis
ten to it. Or again, if I catch sight of a shooting star, I might be said to see it but
not, without some oddity, to watch it. Thus there are occasions when our atten
tion is merely on something, and when it is caught or held. Per contra, there are
occasions when we keep our attention on, or pay attention to something. or tum

or give our attention to iL The distinction is not always accurately reflected in
our ordinary vocabulary of attention words.
"Having one's attention on• may be innocuous in this respect, but •attending"
implies that one is doing something, and one's attention's being •foc:usecJ•, •di
rected• or •concentrated upon• suggests that acts of focusing, directing and con
centrating have taken place. Nor is the distinction clearly marked in the verbs
we usc to report our experiences. The contrast between hearing and listening,
and between seeing and watching has already been noted. Tasting can perhaps be
paired in the same way with savouring. In savouring (the wine taster would be
an example) we pay attention to what we taste, the better to enjoy and evaluate
it. And arguably the same applies in the case of smell. But for some reason,
there is no appropriate correlate word for the verb •to feel" either in the sense
of touching or in the proprioceptor sense where, for example, one can feel one's
arm moving.
Quite how our attention is on something, or kept on it, varies. AD my attent
ion may be on something. Watching something closely may involve paying attent
ion to the details as well as to the salient features. Listening to something with
greater attention may be an improved defence against being distracted. And in
creased attention is not always found with increased alertness. However bard I
concentrate on something when I am tired, I caDDot greatly reduce the risk that
I will fall to notice something about it.
Up till now, we have considered cases where what our attention is on is an
object which we are currently experienciug. Now there are other cases, of
course, where the object of our attention is or may be, beyond the range of our
present experience, or of any experience at all. Som e of these cases may be
identified as follows.
(1) The radar operator, firstly, looking at a blip on the radar screen may be
said to have his attention fixed on the oncoming ship as it approaches
through the fog. Similarly, someone's attention may be on the level of the
petrol in the petrol tank as he watches the petrol guage, or on the im
pending storm as he glances intermittently at the barometer. These are
cases where we can make an inference from something we experience to
what may be an unperceived cause or co-elfec:t, and they often take the
form of our monitoring it or mounting surveillance over it. Overlapping
with them, though perhaps not coinciding with them, are cases of seeing
that The radar operator sees that another ship is approaching through the
fog, the driver sees that the petrol is about to run out and the weatherman
that a storm is coming.
(2) Our attention can also be on something which we may not be currently
experiencing without implyiag the possibility of an inference. Thinking
about something provides an example.4 If I am thinking about something,
my attention must be on what I am thinking about, though I may be mis
taken as to what it is. This seems to hold true whether we take thinking in
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a narrow or wider scmse. My atteation must be OD what I am thinking about
whether I think oaly iD. images or in words as well
(3) What I am ta1kiDg about may also be an object of my attention. But here
there arc difficulties. Whilst my atteation must be on what I am thiaking
about, it does not have to be on wbat I am taJkiag about, unless my talkiog
takes the form of thinking out loud. I can talk in my sleep when nothing
has my atteation. As I talk about one thing my atteation may be on an
other. And even on those oa:asioas when my talk and attention have the
same object, it might be doubted whether it is by virtue of my talking
about it that my attention is OD it. As we shall see, whea we are talking we
may be direc:tiDg other peoplest attention on to something. It is not clear
that we are doing the same thing with our own.
(4) What someone is sayiag when we hear them speak c:an be an object of our
attention. For this to be posslD� we must, of course, hear the sounds they
uttert and we do, admittecDy, use expressioDs like "heariDg what they say"
and "'istening to what they say", as well as the more neutral "paying atten
tion to what they say". But for all this, when our attention is on what. they
arc saying it seems to be upon some thing abstract that is not and cannot be
experienced. Much the same seems to apply in the case of writing. As I
read a letter my attention will normally be on what is said in it. And this
seems to be distinct from any perceivable phenomenon like the arrange
ment of marks on a piece of paper.
(5) The notion of what someone says as an object of attention in this way en
ables us to make thC link mentioned above between attcntiOD and talk. If I
am listening to what someone else is saying, and understand it, then it
seems that my attention, besides beiug on what he is sayiu& will also be on
what he is talking about. If I listen to someone talking about what the
Prime Minister is doing and I understand � then while I listen, the
. Prime Minister's acts are objects of my attention. One's �on, there
foret can be on somethiD.g when one is hearing about it, readiD.g about it or
listening to someone talking about it.
It might be objected that this last case is just a special version of the first, where
our attention is on something which we can infer &om our current experience.
One might be temp ted to claim, for example, that what the speaker is talking
about causes him to talk about it, and that we can, accorctinglyt infer it from his
. verbal behaviour. And so there might be thought to be some analogy with the
blip on the radar screen since the oncoming ship causes the blip and so enables
us to infer its approach. Then again, the blip, the gauge and the barometer con
vey information and their behaviour can be regarded as having a certaiD. mean
ing which can be iD.terpreted and understood. On this theory, therefore, there is
more similarity than difference between having one's attention on the onc:Omiag
sflip as one watches the blip, and having one's attention on the ship as one lis
tens to the radar operator reporting its approach through the fog. But the dis-

analogies, of course, are considerable, and here we enter the territory of a fa
miliar debate.' One objection might be noted. What the speaker is talking about
and what the hearer has his attention on, might be an imaginary. obj ect like a
character from fiction. It might be doubted whether an imaginary object could
enter into casual relationships an d so be inferred, at least in the senses of •cause•
and •inferred• that are appropriate in the radar operator example .
In some of the foregoing cases, attention seems to be dependent on reference.'
Talking about something an d thinldng about somethblg where the thinking is
done in words, require the use of referring expressions. Any attempt to elim
inate referring expressioas therefore, will have the UDdesirable consequence of
denyiDg modes of attention which are defined by the notion of being about. On
the face of it, the Theory of Descriptions seems free from this defect since it
allows the residual category of logicaDy proper names. But it still fails to do jus
tice to the notion of attention, for we frequeo.tly think about things, for example,
and so have our attention on them where the refening expressions we use are
not of this kind. They are not such that they must have a reference, nor are their
meanin(P the same as the things they refer to. The existential sentences which
Russell uses to replace the subject-predicate sentences containing these refer
riDg expressions are not about anything. and so they can not be related to atten
tion in the required way.
In the analysis so far, we have recognized two main categories of attention,
namely one where the object is something we are currently experienciag, and
the other where it is not, or at least may not be. The qualification bas to be
added, of course, since, to take some examples, one can think about something
as one watches it or look at what the speaker is talking about. Now the second
main category of attention, like the first, is subject to an active/passive distinc
tion. Thinking about something is not always an act. A thought about some per
son or thing can simply occur to me, with the result that my attention will be on
something without my doing anything. The distinction also applles in at least
some of the other cases we listed. We can hear someone saying something but
pay no attention to what they are saying because we do not find it interesting. I
probably hear a brief remark made to me unexpectedly rather than listen to it.
Reading about something is admittedly an act, but heariug about it is not. And
so I might merely hear about distant events if I am indifferent to them instead
of following them closely as the reports come in.

Attention and Intentionality

Included among the things that our attention can be on are intentional objects.
On a weak definition, an intentional object is an objec:t of a mental state, Uke
seeing or thinking. Some mental states have objects only in som e cases. One can
be just depressed without being depressed about anything. One can be simply
alert, though if one is on the alert for something, then one's state of alertness
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has an obj ect. But n othing counts as one•s being in an attentional state where
one•s att ention is not on anything. In the weak seose therefore, attention is al

ways an intentional phenomenon.
On a strouger defiaition, however, the object of a mental state is intentional
ooly if it is capab le, in Brentano•s phrase, of beiog inexistent. What we fear, ex
pect or imagine, may be intentional objects in the strong seose. What we fear or
expect may never happen, and what we imagine may not exist. Now some writ
ers, like Alan White,7 for example, have argued that in the strong scose, the
concept of attention is an intentio� concept only in the case of thinJdng. But it
will be clear from the analysis above that attention is strongly intentional in
more cases than this. We can hear about, read about and listen to someone talk
ing about feared, expected and imaginary events and objects just as much as we
can tbiDk about them. Once there is communication, it is diflicult to see how
attentional access to strongly intentional objects could be restricted to cases of
thinkjng alone . Even if we admit this, however, it still seems possible to argue
that the notion of attention is a hybrid with respect to intentionality in the
strong sense. In the first category of attention, where we experience what our
attention is on, all the objects of our attention, so it seems, must exist. What one
sees and feels, must exist to be seen and felt. This view, however, is less certain
than it looks. To evalua te it we must first consider what might" be called the
state and object theories of mental objects! According to the state theory, there
are no mental particulars, such as pains and images. There is only the experi
encer in various psychological states. In one form for example, the theory claims
that my experiencing a mental particular may be analyzed adverbially as my sens
ing in such and such a way. Thus my feeling a pain might be rendered as my sens
ing painfully, my having a red after image as my sensing redly and my having an
hallucination of a monster as my sensing monsterly. One objection to this, how
ever, is that where there arc two m ental particulars, say an x and a not-x, the
theory will have the embarrassing consequence that I will be sensing contradic
torily both xly and not-xly. A further objection, aDd one more to our purpose, is
that the theory is unable to account for the place of attention in experience.
Sensing xly might be supposed to imply sensing attentionly where the alleged
attentional state lacks an object. But attention, as we have seen, must be on
something. The ooly object that the theory seems to allow is the expcriencer in
some psychological state or other. When I feel a pain, however� or have an hal
lucinatory experience, my attention is on the pain or the hallucinatory object. It
may also, of course, be on myself as the subject feeling the pain or being hallu
cinated, but that is not the same thing. The pain, indeed, may be so intense and
the hallucinatory monster so convincing,· that my attention is unlikely to be on

anything else, myself included.

There is at least one other version of the state theory, but that fares no better.
. In this form the theory claims that my having, say, an after image of an x, or an
hallucination of an x, may be analyzed as my seeming to see an x. Stated this
way, of course, the theory can hardly apply to pains. Nor could it apply to after

images or hallucinatory objects, were they to bear little resemblance to physical
objects. They might, for examp le, have colours possessed b y no physical phe
nomena, and have shapes conforming to different geometries. Even where it
does apply, however, the theory is hard to defend. U, firstly, we use the formu
lation •seeming to see an X", or more broadly, •seeming to cxperieDce an X', we
may concede too much to the object theorisL For seeming to experience some
thing, it will be argued, implies the existence of a seeming object, and this will
tum out to be the very mental particular that the state theory is teying to elimi
nate. And even � secondly, this objection is set aside, there still remains a seri
ous difficulty concemiug attention. Whilst I may merely seem to see a monster
in the hallucination case, for example I really do have my attention ·on some
thing, namely, the monster-like hallucinatory object.
We seem obliged, therefore, to abandon the state theory and embrace the
object theory. Mental objects must be accepted as genuine particulars that we
are conscious of and experience, and which resist being reduced to the psycho
logical states of the expe�encer. Yet if we adopt the object theory, other prob
lems arise. Pains can be located in the body or in the body image, and halluci
natory objects arguably in the experiencer's physical surroun� But after im
ages, and certainly the images we have when we visualize, p resent a greater dif
ficulty. H we cannot locate them, and if we accept the dictum that to exist is to
exist somewhere, then their status as genuine particulars becomes doubtful. Ab
stract objects like propositions and numbers form exceptions to the dictum, but
images scarcely count as abstract objects. Em otions and passions are without
spatial location, but these can be analyzed as states of the experiencer. And so,
as a compromise solution, it might be suggested that these images are indeed
mental particulars, but only to the extent that they are strongly intentional ob
jects and capable, therefore, of inexistence.' U this is correct, then the hybrid
theory of attention seems to be undermined. ID this case at " least, the stro ngly
intentional object of our attention appears to be some thing that can also be an
object of our experience.

Attention and SpatiaUty
It was claimed in the first part of the argument that our attention is on some
thing by vir:tue of our experiencing it or being conscious of it. Now when our
attention ceases to be on an object, our experience of that object ceases as well.
I cease to hear the music on the radio as my mind wanders and perhaps alights
on something else. Similarly, we can bring our experience of something to an
end by removing and then maybe relocatiDg the attentional element in it. It
might be noted that this seems to be the only way in which we can terminate an
experience of something, while remaining conscious, by performing a purely
mental act. The other ways seem to require physical action of some sort, like,
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say, interfering with a sensory organ, or introducing some other chaage into the

physical environment.10

It remains to ask bow it is possible that our experience of sometbiDg should
be ended by a lapse of attention when the object continues to exist. Some noto
rious cases seem to show how elusive the answer is. Pains are sometimes said to
continue unfelt when the 'Victim's attention has been distracted.11 The wounded
man continues to limp with the affected leg, the wound continues to bleed, and
the electrical adiYity of the nervous system near the wound is jwhat we would
expect if there were pain. Coasiderations of this kind have led some writers, like
David Armstroag, to say that we can make sense c( and even have some
grounds for, the claim that unfel t pains can exist where the experienc:er is dis
traaed. Drugs may sto p pain, whilst fear, excitement and pleasure may distract
from iL12
Now one ·might attempt to give an answer by exploriDg what seems to be a
connection between objectivity and certain spatial relations. The spatiality the
. ory, which claims this connection as its main tenet may be stated as follows.13
There is a familiar sense in which certain parts of our bodies are where our
experiences of objectively existiag things take place. I can see from a place on
the front of m y head, and my hearing is located at the sides. Places on the sur
face of my body are where I feel objects that come into contact with it, and
whatever the place is inside my body, I normally feel any obj ect that is passing
through it. These parts of the body, and in the last case the whole of its interior,
might be called the experiencing places for the modes of experience concerned.
In many cases, of course, an experiencing pla ce is also the site of the sensory
organ or organs which enable the experiencer to experience.
For any mode of experience, an object may be spatially so related to the ap
propriate experiencing place that we have no experience of it. An object may be
too far away from the viewpoint oil my body for me to see it, somethiDg may
come between them, the object may be too far to one side or the other or it may
be set against a baclcground so similar to it that it blends invisibly with that
background. Similarly, the object may be unfek because it is outside my body
and not in contact with any part of its surface. Certain types of spatial relation·
ship, therefore, enable us to explain why it is that an object can exist without
being experienced. And we can point to the relevant changes in these relation
ships to explain why it is that our experience of the object should cease and then
be resumed. It is at least a necessary condition, the spatiality theory continues,
of something's beiDg an objective particular, that it should be able to enter into
spatial relationships of this kind. Only if, therefore, we can first explain inter
ruptions in our experience of an object in this way, can we also explain- inter
ruptions in our experience of it in terms of other factors like damage to a sen
sory organ or to parts of the nervous system, or lapses of attention.
Because these spatial relations are said to hold between the objects experi
enced and experiencing places. the spatiality theory seems to be able to offer an
account of the objective status of the body and its various parts. Much of one's
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body can enter and leave one's own visual field. One part of the body can touch
another and then move away. That the whole body is objective is something we
seem to be able to establish at least tactually by providing evidence of objectivity
part by part. Matters would be different, of course,� if the spatial relations were
thought to hold between the objects experienced and the cxperiencer in his en
tirety. The part by part procedure would now be impossible since parts of the
body can change their spatial relations only to other parts and not to the whole

which includes them.14
Now pains as candidate objective particulars do not appear to satisfy the s pa
tiality theory outlined above. If the theory is correct, then pains must b e able to
exist outside the appropriate experiencing place, which in standard cases is the
experiencer's body. And this they see m to be unable to do. There are, ad
mittedly, some non standard cases, but the results they yield are no different.
Phantom limb pains, for example, can exist outside the body where some part of
the body seems to the experiencer to be. But even if we now take the experienc
iDg place to extend beyond the physical body in this way, much the same object
ion will be raised. UDless a pain can exist outside the experiencing place as
newly defined, it cannot satisfy the spatiality theory. Conversely, the experienc
iDg place for pain might not be co-extensive with the whole of the body's inte
rior. If, that is, the experiencer could feel nothing in certain parts of his body,
then we might have to speak of one or more experiencing places separated by
parts of the body lacking sensation. Once again, however, unless a pain could
exist outside such an experiencing place, even if it were still inside the body, it
would fail to satisfy the spatiality theory. In cases like the last one, the spatiality
theorist would allow an unanaesthetized patient to claim that he no longer feels
the surgeon's knife because it has moved within his body from a part with sen
sation to a part without it, like a part consisting of an inorganic implant of some
kind. But the patient would not be allowed to claim the same for a pain. Unlike
the knife, a pain could not be said to move into one of the interveniDg parts of
the body, and to continue to exist there unfelt.15
The spatiality theory, however , can be challenged, and it can be challenged on
the basis of a further mode of experience, namely inner experience. If it moves,
I can feel my arm moving. If they are cold, I can feel how cold my legs are. If
sensation returns to one of my limbs after a period of numbness, I &tart to be
aware of that limb again. In this mode my body seems to be experienced as a
somethiDg objective. My experience of it, when it takes this form, can be inter
rupted, and the cause of the interruption can be, amoug other things, a lapse of
attention. I might concentrate so much on performiag some task with my hands,
for example, that I cease to be aware, in this sense, of other parts of my body.
But the spatiality theory &eeJDS to be unable to account for the body's object
ive status with regard to inner experience. For nothiag seems to count as, say, a
limb 's beiDg spatially so related to the appropriate experienciog place that we
have no inner sensation of iL The appropriate experiencing place for a limb for
this kind of feeling is �here the limb is. Where it is, is where the inner experi-
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ence of it takes place. If the limb moves, the experiencing place will move with
it. It seems impoSSI'ble, therefore, to explain why we no longer feel the Umb by
sayiag that its spatial relationship to the required experiencing place has
changed. And the same, of course, applies to the body as a whole. Nothing could
count as its changing its spatial relationship to the place where our inner experi
ence of it occurs.
It is.not enough to reply that we account for the objective status of the body in
terms of vision and touch, for h owever fanciful the supposition might be, some
one might lac:k aU modes of experience except inner experience and still gain
some notion of his body as an objective particular. Nor could we easily argue

that the appropriate experiencing place might be identified in some way with
part of an unembodied non-physical experiencer since it would have to be
proved that the notion of an entirely non-physical self, whether spatial or not, is

I
coherent.
We began with the idea that an attentional element is already present in ex
perience before we perform acts like paying attention. When this element is no
longer present, the experience ceases. This much seems dear. But what it is that
enables an object to survive attentiooallapses remains obscure. If the spatiality
theory looks attractive because it excludes paiDs, it is nevertheless dubious be
cause, for one kind of experience at least, and for not dissimilar reasons, it also
excludes our own bodies.
·
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